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Experience the best of Las Vegas
The Strip, Cosmopolitan, Fremont St, the Mob Museum – 
we’ve selected the most iconic sights and incredible places so 
you can enjoy the real Las Vegas with the minimum of fuss.

Experience the best of Las Vegas
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          Stratosphere Tower (p 57 )Stratosphere Tower (p 57 )
 You can spot this futuristic-looking 

tower from miles around: it’s one of 
the tallest buildings in the country. 

As you drive by, you might spot tiny 
human figures swinging out into 

the air more than 100 stories high 
or bungee-jumping the length of 

the tower; these are just two of the 
Stratosphere’s action-packed attrac-
tions. For a more sedate thrill, try the 

cocktail lounge on the 107th floor.
Top of the World restaurant (p49)

      Flamingo (p 53 )Flamingo (p 53 )
 Dating from Sin City’s glam 1940s, the 
Flamingo is the stuff of Vegas legend: 
mobsters put up the money to build 
the place, and Judy Garland later sang 
onstage with her daughter Liza Minnelli. 
Today the legendary casino-resort is a 
family-focused place featuring a lively 
pool complex and walk-through wildlife 
habitat. 

      Circus Circus (p 55 )Circus Circus (p 55 )
 With the closing of the classic Arabian 
Nights–themed Sahara across the way, 
Circus Circus is one of the only surviving 
old-school Vegas casinos. Campy and 
family-friendly, it has a famous steak-
house, free circus acts beneath a giant, 
candy-striped big top, and about a gazillion 
old-fashioned carnival and video games that 
look awfully similar to slot machines.
Adventuredome theme park

 The Strip Highlights The Strip Highlights
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   Welcome to Las Vegas Sign (p 44 )Welcome to Las Vegas Sign (p 44 )
 It’s official: you’ve arrived in Sin City. Driving north from the airport along Las Vegas Blvd, 
the city’s most iconic sign announces in vintage mod style, ‘Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas 
Nevada.’ Of course, when  Betty Willis designed it in the late 1950s, it wasn’t retro – it was 
cutting-edge, with a modern, atomic starburst at the top and, on the back, a friendly 
reminder to ‘Drive Carefully’ and ‘Come Back Soon.’

      Fashion Show Mall (p 54 )Fashion Show Mall (p 54 )
 When the ding-dings and cigarette 
smoke of the casino sphere give you a 
headache, step into this breezy, super-
contemporary shopping center topped 
off with a space-age art installation 
that looks like a silvery flying saucer. 
The latest addition to the lineup of 
stores, Topshop, has fashionistas out 

in full force. The terrace is also a mellow 
spot for an alfresco coffee or lunch. 
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 Cruising the Strip Cruising the Strip
 Rolling into Vegas is a classic experience – play it right and you’ll feel like you’re cruising 
through a movie set. If you’re behind  the wheel as a Sin City first-timer, arrive after dark. 
As you approach the city, pull over and admire the neon glow from afar. Then exit off the 
interstate and cruise the length of Las Vegas Blvd (aka the Strip), taking in the glowing 
beacon of the Luxor, the Marilyn Monroe impersonators and the soaring Eiffel Tower.
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steakhouse and martini lounge dreamt up 
by the former mayor of Las Vegas.

�4�4 Fremont Street Experience
 Walk east through the heart of Glitter Gulch, 
where Vegas’ original Strip has been refash-
ioned into the Fremont Street Experience 
(p 178 ) and adventure-seekers soar over-
head on the Flightlinez Fremont zipline. 
On your left is the Girls of  Glitter Gulch 
strip club, atop which the modern-day neon 
icon Vegas Vickie (aka Sassy Sally) kicks 
up her heels. Her pal, the 1950s-era neon 
cowboy sign Vegas Vic, stands tall on the 
opposite side of Fremont St, at the corner 
of 1st St.

�5�5 Binion’s
 Step inside historic Binion’s (p 183 ) to 
check out the action in the high-stakes 
poker room at the back and watch real-life 
cowboys try their luck at blackjack.

�6�6 Golden Nugget
 Cross over Fremont St once more and walk 
into the heart of the classy Golden Nugget 
(p 191 ) to ogle the gigantic Hand of Faith. 
Step outside onto the pool terrace to see 
the 200,000-gallon shark tank – make sure 
to walk around the back side of the tank for 
the best views.

�7�7 Neon Museum
 Continue down Fremont St to admire the 
alfresco assemblage of vintage signs of the 
Neon Museum (p 182 ) including Aladdin’s 
Lamp from the now-demolished Aladdin 
Hotel on the Strip. Guide yourself towards 
the glowing neon sign in the shape of a 
martini glass standing at the center of 
Fremont East.

�8�8 Fremont East
 End your downtown tour with a drink or two 
in the cool nightlife enclave of Fremont East, 
home to famous dive bars such as Beauty 
Bar (p 190 ) and the Griffin (p 190 ) and hip-
ster coffeeshops such as the Beat (p 187 ).
 

�1�1 Mob Museum
 Pop into this excellent new museum (p 182 ) 
for an overview of organized crime in 
America from the turn of the 20th century 
to present. If the prohibition theme has 
you thirsty already, down a cocktail at Mob 
Bar (p 187 ), a half-block from the museum 
entrance.

�2�2 Main Street Station
 Head west on Stewart Ave to elegant Main 
Street Station (p 182 ) for a self-guided 
tour of the eclectic antiques collection and 
a quick sample of the house microbrew at 
Triple 7 (p###). Continue south on Main 
St past the private rail car once used by 
Western showman Buffalo Bill Cody.

�3�3 Plaza
 Step into the revamped Plaza Hotel & 
Casino (p 185 ), an Amtrak train station until 
1997, and imagine what pioneer life was like 
when the Union Pacific Railroad auctioned 
off dusty lots here in 1905, shortly after 
which the city of Las Vegas was founded. 
It’s now the home of Oscar’s (p 190 ), the 

 The Best… The Best…

 PLACES TO EAT PLACES TO EAT
 Le Thai Features authentic, a  ordable and 
vegan-friendly Thai dishes. (p 186 )

 Triple George Grill Classy steaks and 
seafood, plus lunchtime bargains. (p 187 )

 Triple 7 Serves cheap gourmet pub food 
and delicious house microbrews. (p 188 )

 PLACES TO DRINK PLACES TO DRINK
 Downtown Cocktail Room Sample serious 
mixology at this prohibition-style cocktail 
lounge. (p 190 )

 Beauty Bar This recycled beauty shop is 
a tongue-in-cheek music venue and bar. 
(p 190 )

 Gri   n A hipster dive bar known for its cozy 
 replaces and cheap drinks. (p 190 )

 Oscar’s Try an old-school martini at the 
ex-mayor’s new watering hole. (p 190 )

 PLACES FOR A THRILL PLACES FOR A THRILL
 Tank Careen through a shark tank 
via waterslide at the Golden Nugget’s 
swimming pool. (p 191 )

 Flightlinez Fremont Soar above the neon 
lights of Fremont St on this zipline. (p 179 )

 Williams Costume Company Out  t 
yourself in showgirl feathers for a night to 
remember. (p 193 )

Triple George Grill (p185) 
/LONELY PLANET IMAGES ©

 WALK FACTS WALK FACTS
  Start Mob Museum
  Finish Fremont East
  Distance ¾ mile
  Duration One to two hours

 Downtown Walk Downtown Walk
 Behold the ongoing revival of downtown by taking a stroll through Fremont 
St, stopping o   in old-time casinos, a world-class museum and hipster dive 
bars. Start walking   around sunset as all the neon signs begin to glow.
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      Fremont Street Fremont Street 
Experience & Flightlinez
 No, you’re not reeling from too much 
tequila – those are humans high 
above Fremont St. The   Flightlinez 
Fremont zipline (%702-410-7999; 
www.flightlinezfremont.com; 425 Fremont 
St; tickets before/after 6pm $15/20; 
hnoon-midnight Sun-Thu, noon-2am Fri & 
Sat) sends riders on an exhilarating 
journey above the pedestrian thor-
oughfare and the blazing neon lights 
of the Fremont Street Experience 
(%702-678-5777; www.vegasexperience.
com; hshows hourly dusk-midnight). The 
five-block pedestrian mall, topped by 
an arched 1400ft-long steel canopy 
studded with lights, features a six-
minute sound and light show several 
times nightly. The spectacle is en-
hanced by 550,000 watts of concert 
hall-worthy sound and a larger-than-
life Viva Vision screen, featuring 12.5 
million synchronized LEDs.

 Neon Museum Neon Museum
 This nonprofit project is doing what 
almost no one else does: saving Las 
Vegas’ history. The outdoor gallery of 
the   Neon Museum (%702-387-6366; 
www.neonmuseum.org; cnr Las Vegas Blvd 
& Fremont St; admission free; h24hr; 
gDeuce) features nine signs salvaged 
from across Sin City, including Alad-
din’s Lamp, oversized neon martini 
glasses and stiletto heels. A larger 
collection of non-electrified signs can 
be found in the museum’s two-acre 
boneyard (cnr Encanto Blvd & E McWil-
liams Ave; tour $15; htours noon & 2pm; 
g113). Reservations for the tour are 
essential.

 Fremont East Fremont East
 Just across Las Vegas Blvd from the 
Fremont Street Experience is Fre-
mont East, a ministrip of hip nightlife. 
Illuminated by the glow of vintage 
neon signs at night, bohemian bars 
such as Beauty Bar and the Griffin 
lure artists and beatniks with cheap 
cocktails, retro-cool interiors, live 
music and art-oriented events during 
First Friday (p 185 ).
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 Map p 182 

 admission free

 gDeuce

 Fremont St Fremont St
 The beating heart of Las Vegas’ lively downtown 
is Fremont St, a casino-lined thoroughfare that 
was once glamorous, and later run-down, until 
city planners transformed it into a pedestrian 
mall. Despite its seedy past and limited geo-
graphical scope – the mall only runs for a few 
blocks – Fremont St represents three diverse 
sides of downtown: the Fremont Street Experi-
ence brings in mainstream travelers for neon light 
shows and zipline adventures, the nearby Mob 
Museum draws in history bu  s, and the vintage 
dive bars of Fremont East bring out hipsters for 
live music and free-  owing cocktails.
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 Don’t Miss List Don’t Miss List
 BY  JONATHAN ULLMAN, EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR OF THE MOB MUSEUM

 1 FREMONT EAST
 It’s an organic and exciting time downtown. 

There’s a revitalization – even a renaissance – 
going on here, from bars and restaurants to the 
development of the Neon Museum. The Downtown 
Cocktail Room (p 187 ) is one of the coolest lounges 
ever. Don’t Tell Mama (p 187 ), a karaoke bar with live 
piano playing, is so much fun. I’d also recommend Le 
Thai (p 184 ), a phenomenal new Thai restaurant.

 2 FREMONT ST & STEWART AVE
 For years, people have been coming out to the 

see the light show or ride the zipline at the wonderful 
Fremont Street Experience. Since the Mob Museum 
opened, we’re seeing more pedestrian tra   c along 
Stewart Ave, as well. Walking from Fremont St to the 
Mob Museum you’ll see some of   Neon Museum’s 
vintage neon signs. Along this stretch, I particularly 
like Triple George Grill (p 185 ) – it’s a great steak and 
seafood place.

 3 OLD FEDERAL COURTHOUSE
 Dating from 1933, the former post o   ce and 

federal courthouse is one of the only surviving 
examples of Depression-era neoclassical architecture 
in Las Vegas. It’s also the only building in the city 
that’s considered historically signi  cant on a 
national level – it was the site of one of the largest 
mob hearings in US history, one of the Keafauver 
Committee investigations that took place from 
1950–51. Today the building is the home of the new 
Mob Museum.

 4 MOB MUSEUM
 The theme sounds sexy and very ‘Vegas’, but 

this world-class museum puts into context the 
social conditions that allowed organized crime to 
develop in early America. Highlights include iconic 
artifacts such as the warehouse wall from the St 
Valentine’s massacre in Chicago,  lmed interviews 
with former  mobsters and interactive exhibits 
where visitors can use authentic FBI surveillance 
tools and listen to real wire taps.

179179178178

Our promise
You can trust our travel information because 
Lonely Planet authors visit the places we 
write about, each and every edition. We never 
accept freebies for positive coverage so you 
can rely on us to tell it like it is.

recommend what 
not to miss
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let you discover 
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reveal the must-see 
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unbeatable experiences 
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 Welcome to Las Vegas Welcome to Las Vegas

 Emptying 
your wallet 

never felt 
so damn 

good

 It’s three in the morning when you spot an Elvis look-alike 
sauntering by arm-in-arm with a glittering showgirl. A 
bride in a long white dress shrieks ‘blackjack!’ as a stoic 
blue-haired granny feeds nickels into a slot machine while 
throwing back a gin and tonic. It’s a surreal, Technicolor-
tinged fantasy straight out of the movies – there’s only 
one place you could be.

 Vegas, baby: it’s the ultimate escape. 
It’s the only place you can spend the night partying in 
ancient Rome, wake up in Paris and brunch under the 
Eiffel Tower, watch an erupting volcano at sunset and get 
married in a pink Cadillac at midnight. Double down with 
the high rollers, browse couture or tacky souvenirs, sip a 
neon 3ft-high margarita or a frozen vodka martini set on a 
bar made of ice – it’s all here for the taking.

 Time is irrelevant in Sin City. There are 
no clocks inside casinos, just never-ending buffets, ever-
flowing drinks and adrenaline-fueled gaming tables. 
Almost any desire can be gratified instantly, since the 
USA’s fastest-growing metropolis and its luxe mega-
resorts stand ready to cater to your every whim 24/7. 
Emptying your wallet never felt so damn good.

 The landscape is a constantly shifting 
paradox. It’s a volatile cocktail of dueling forces: 
sophistication and smut, risk and reward, boom and bust. 
That’s all part of its charm. Head downtown to explore 
Vegas’ nostalgic beginnings and its cultural renaissance 
of vintage shops and cocktail bars where local culture 
thrives, then detour off the Strip to find intriguing muse-
ums celebrating Vegas’ neon, atomic-fueled past.

 America’s dirty little secret or dream 
factory? Vegas is both – and remains a bastion of 
hangover-inducing weekends for people from all walks 
of life. You can reinvent yourself a hundred times over or 
hide out with your lover in a hotel room for days. It doesn’t 
matter if you play the penny slots or drop a bankroll every 
night – you’ll probably leave town convinced you’ve had 
the time of your life.
 

Fremont Street Experience (p179) 
WALTER BIBIKOW/JAI/CORBIS ©
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